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Interchange tables  
 

West to South / South to West 

Passengers from Parramatta 
direction wanting to go 
Hurstville direction 

Metro West to Cross Metro Interchange at Strathfield 

Passengers from Hurstville 
direction wanting to go 
Parramatta direction 

Cross Metro to Metro West Interchange at Strathfield 

 

East to South / South to East 

Passengers from Sydney 
direction wanting to go 
Hurstville direction 

Metro West to Cross Metro Interchange at Burwood 

Passengers from Hurstville 
direction wanting to go to 
Sydney direction 

Cross Metro to Metro West Interchange at Burwood 

 

North (Rhodes) to East / East to North 

Passengers from Rhodes 
direction wanting to go Sydney 
direction 

Cross Metro to Metro West Interchange at Strathfield 

Passengers from Sydney 
direction wanting to go 
Rhodes direction 

Metro West to Cross Metro Interchange at Strathfield 

 

 



North (Rhodes) to West / West to North 

Passengers from Rhodes 
direction wanting to go 
Parramatta direction 

Cross Metro to Metro West Interchange at Strathfield (no 
direct cross platform 
interchange – up and over) 

Passengers from Parramatta 
direction wanting to go 
Rhodes direction 

Metro West to Cross West Interchange at Strathfield (no 
direct cross platform 
interchange – up and over) 

 

  



Visualisation of Main Passenger Flows through Strathfield and Burwood Interchanges 
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Submission to Greater Sydney Commission – A metropolis of three 

cities 

Introduction 
The Commission makes a strong case for the identification of three distinct cities. This is a significant 

policy change from the Metropolitan Plan of 2014 which identified Growth Centres in their own 

right. The Commission’s Paper also represents a shift in emphasis, more so that practice. The most 

significant policy change the NSW Government adopted recently was the amalgation of smaller Local 

Government Councils into 27 larger councils. This particular policy has provided a better institutional 

framework to deliver outcomes on the ground and should be supported further. 

One of the top ten directions outlined in the Commission’s Paper, under the heading of Productivity 

is “A well Connected City”. As the Paper states “A majority of people to commute to their nearest 

city within 30 minutes”. 

The question is, of the three cities (Eastern Harbour City, Central River City or Parklands City) will 

Sydneysiders identify these cities as intrinsic “cities” and live and commute to the centre of their 

“city” for work, health and entertainment? Or will they want to commute across areas. Will they 

want a 30-minute commute time to their “city centre” or will they want a 30-minute commute time 

between home and any city centre? Or indeed wherever their jobs and homes are, across the wider 

Sydney basin. 

The continuing development of the road system is providing very good access to a network of roads 

albeit at an increasing cost to the commuter and the economy. The rail system development has not 

kept pace with the road development, and has yet to reach the network maturity level of the road 

system. 

Strengthening Rail Hubs to Provide Better Commutes  
The spoke and hub centric rail network configuration of the greater Sydney region has been a legacy 

that has outgrown its time. The configuration of the rail network that see trains go into and out of 

Central has served the centre of Sydney since its early development. 

The Clearways Program was an attempt to unclog the spaghetti of lines so that they do not conflict 

with one another and thus provide commuters with a more resilient rail system. 

The Commission’s paper implies that Parramatta will be another spoke and hub PT system. 

It is now time to develop a cross rail link that will support further interchanging of PT networks, 

particularly for the Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. 

My suggestion is to look at the Hurstville (or Kogarah) link to Burwood and Strathfield and then 

perhaps onto Rhodes. 

This cross-metro link should be reviewed in conjunction with Metro West and Metro Southwest-

CBD. 

Attached is a map and scheme that shows the proposal. 



Cross Metro 
The Cross Metro would have connections with the Illawarra Line, East Hills Line, Metro Southwest-

CBD, the Metro West, the Main West Line and the Northern Line. 

These interconnections would provide resilience to the existing rail network during any 

perturbations of the wider rail network, or maintenance of lines, and provide public transport users 

and commuters in general, options and choice to move around the network. 

In conjunction with Metro West and Metro Southwest-CBD, by having this Cross Metro on the fringe 

of the Central River City and the Easter Harbour City geographical boundary, this would provide the 

greatest network benefit to population densities in the central, southern and western areas of 

greater Sydney. It would provide network wide efficiencies, and access to large parts of western, 

central and southern the western part of Sydney, both in terms of origin and destination. 

The proposal relies on Metro West going through both Burwood and Strathfield and Cross Metro 

interchanging at both of these stations. The attached scheme provides a concept of how cross 

platform interchanging would work for the customer. 

It is important that the utility value of interchanging and high frequency services of metros (4-

minute headway – turn up and go) are key performance features of this system, and indeed the 

wider trip configuration for the customer. 

It should be noted that the Commission’s paper for a city centre at Parramatta does not detail the 

interchanging utility of customers to connect to places and events. 

It is also important to recognise the historical legacy of Strathfield and Burwood in the rail network 

and to leverage off this legacy where it is economical to do so. Leveraging off existing patterns of rail 

use can be a more certain and cost-effective way to ramp up PT patronage. Strengthening Strathfield 

as a rail hub, in conjunction with the West Connex road network allows commuters to have options 

to park and ride, to access the New Interurban Fleet at Strathfield (for Northern and Western Lines), 

to access new Regional Rail at Strathfield as well as Sydney Trains systems. It may also provide wider 

access to Faster and Higher speed trains through Strathfield / Burwood. 

It is important that rail hubs be high quality urban developments that promote liveability and urban 

amenity with these major road/rail/bus interchanges. These interchanges can become very liveable 

precincts or transport ghettos. 

Key Benefits of Cross Metro 
The benefits sought, subject to modelling are: 

• Strengthening and resilience of the rail network for the Central River City and the Eastern

Harbour City by allowing commuter options to interconnect to the Illawarra Line, the East

Hills Line (including Sydney airport), Metro southwest-CBD, Metro West and Sydney Train

services in an interconnected network.

• Direct rail access to St George Hospital and Concord Hospitals to the wider community.

• Access from Southern Sydney to Mero West including the Bays Precinct and Western Sydney

Airport.

• Corridor development / uplift around Canterbury Racecourse, Campsie, Ashfield and

Concord.

• Greater access to the “30-minute commute” to populations from the Rhodes peninsula and

Eastern Harbour City and Central River City.



• Efficient interchanging for passengers for the different levels of rail services, road network,

and bus network.

• Opportunity to significant shift mode from private vehicle to PT and the decrease Vehicle

Kilometres travelled for large parts of southern and western Sydney.

Timing of Cross Metro 
The Cross Metro should be reviewed in conjunction with Metro West reference design but its 

implementation follows from the development of Metro West.  

It is important the Cross Metro be evaluated and if beneficial developed quickly after Metro West in 

order to accelerate the up-take of public transport usage, and provide a real choice to commuters 

between the private vehicle and rail. Sydney cannot afford to wait long after Metro West is built, to 

have an integrated network rail system. Private equity sought be sought, if economical, to accelerate 

this development to ensure Cross Metro is built as soon as possible after Mero West. 

Cross Metro is not seen as a threat to the road network or commercial tolling arrangements, but is 

providing the global city of Sydney with a high quality public transport network that provides choice 

in both private usage and public transport. Indeed Cross Metro has the ability to further promote 

the combination of both modes as part of the customers’ journey. 



Cross Metro route

Route

Route

Hospitals

St George Hospital

Canterbury Hospital

Concord Repatriation General
Hospital

Strathfield Private Hospital

St John of God Burwood
Hospital
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